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03 MISSION & GOALS

The PokerVerseClub non-fungible token (“NFT”) is your ticket to 
be a part of the journey into creating the go-to poker casino in the 
metaverse. The exclusive collection of 11,111 PokerVerseClub NFTs 
will be used to create the best and most inclusive player vs. player 
crypto poker casino and poker community. 

Holders of the PokerVerseClub NFT will provide the initial capital for 
building the first two PokerVerseClub poker casinos (Decentraland 
and The Sandbox) and in return will receive the rewards, benefits and 
utilities described in this whitepaper. Our mission is to continue to 
expand and evolve the poker playing experience through blockchain 
technology and other new technologies that can be used to enhance 
the poker player experience and dominate the crypto poker casino 
industry. Our goal is to be at the forefront of the new evolution of 
poker and continue to push boundaries in the web3 poker space.



PROJECT DETAILS

TOTAL SUPPLY: 11,111 UNIQUE NFTs

MINT ALLOCATION: 2,222 NFTs will be allocated to the  
 whitelist. The remaining 8,999 NFTs will be 
 open to the public for sale.

WHITELIST SALE = $300 USD [500 Limited Spots]
PUBLIC SALE = $600 USD

*Mint price is displayed in USD due to the unstable crypto market. Prices 

will be adjusted to eth when mint dates are announced.*

MINT DATES: To be announced.
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ROADMAP

PHASE 1: BUILD THE POKERVERSECLUB COMMUNITY

Real community means an organic community. The PokerVerseClub 
is building a community of poker enthusiasts and long term poker 
player to ensure its place as the metaverses first ultimate premier 
poker casino.To achieve organic growth and build a strong commu-
nity, the PokerVerseClub will execute various community growth and 
marketing plans, including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Launch social platforms (Discord, website, Instagram, Twitter)

• Run whitelist and free mint giveaways for dedicated community 

members through missions & community PokerVerseClub poker games.

• Use paid promotions via social media marketing platforms to spread 

the word.

• Collaborate with influencers and poker professionals.

• Run weekly AMAs to keep the community involved and up to date.

• Host poker education masterclasses for beginners and seasoned 

players. 

For PokerVerseClub, its community strength is quality over quantity; 
hype has no value in any long term NFT projects. The PokerVerse-
Club is looking for a solid foundation of dedicated poker players & 
NFT investors to keep pushing forward in this new market.

Join the PokerVerseClub and be a part of the evolution of poker!
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PHASE 2: POKERVERSECLUB NFT (NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN)

In its genesis series, there will be 11,111 unique PokerVerseClub 
NFTs. The PokerVerseClub NFT will be held by our early community 
members who participate in minting to support the PokerVerseClub 
missions and goals to become the first ultimate premier poker 
casino in the metaverse. These crispy, clean, professional NFTs will 
not only spark envy amongst fellow NFT enthusiast/poker players, 
but also provide the rewards, benefits and utilities outlined below. 

PHASE 3: POKERVERSECLUB IN THE METAVERSES 
[DECENTRALAND & THE SANDBOX]

Once minting is complete and our community has banded together 
under the name of PokerVerseClub, the PokerVerseClub will buy 
virtual real estate in Decentraland and The Sandbox to build our 
PokerVerseClub poker casinos.
The PokerVerseClub metaverse poker casinos will be open to the 
public; holders will get perks and benefits at these poker casinos as 
described below.

The PokerVerseClub leadership is dedicated to researching and 
taking all required actions to comply with all gaming regulatory and 
legal requirements. Legal representation will be sought if needed to 
ensure legal compliance and a strong compliance foundation for the 
PokerVerseClub. Clear and regular communications with all holders 
will provide updates on the statuses of the above developments and 
steps being taken.
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PHASE 4+: THE POKERVERSECLUB METAVERSE FUTURE

Imagine. Red carpets welcome you into our PokerVerseClub 
Metaverse world – the music of tonight’s famous guest DJ playing 
live in the background. In our luxurious gaming hall, you pick a table 
among a vast sea of fellow PokerVerseClub friends from across the 
world. You put down your PVC token poker chips stack and begin 
to play. As you play you reminisce about your time training at the 
PokerVerseClub tables and learning from the best in the PokerVer-
seClub’s exclusive masterclasses for holders. Next year you will 
compete into the PokerVerseClub Metaverse’s hosted World Series 
of Poker and nothing is going to stop you from wearing that diamond 
championship bracelet.
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BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS 
& THE PVC TREASURY

PVC REVENUES: PVC OPERATING COST = PVC TREASURY

Revenues of the PokerVerseClub (“PVC Revenues”) will be 
generated through the following sources:

1. Day-to-day poker game pot rake-backs (expected to be 2.5% to 5% 
but exact rake-back percentages to be determined); 

2. Tournament rake-backs (expected to be 10% to 20% but exact 
rake-back percentages to be determined); 

3. Advertisement deals with sponsors to advertise in the 
PokerVerseClub metaverse poker house; 

4. Poker Masterclass entry tickets to attend; 

5. Other NFT projects advertising & hosting events in our Casino for 
their holders 

6. Revenue generated from entertainment hosted by Pokerverseclub



Operating Costs of the PokerVerseClub (“PVC Operating Costs”) will 
include the following:

7. All fixed costs (e.g. purchasing land in Decentraland and Sandbox 
and building the poker casinos) 

8. Overhead costs for running the PokerVerseClub metaverse poker 
casinos (e.g. , reserve working capital, renumeration to meta poker 
casino builders and contractors, marketing, IT maintenance, meta 
development, day-to-day and back-end costs necessary to keep 
the poker casino doors open). 

9. Reinvestment into the PokerVerseClub, including but not limited 
to improving the poker casinos and player experience, adding 
features and purchasing additional metaverse land 

50% of the PVC Treasury will be reserved to providing rewards and 
benefits to holders (see “Ongoing Benefits and Utilities for PVC 
Holders” section below).

No expenses will be spared to build the best meta poker casino on 
web3. The PokerVerseClub believes that leadership should only be 
compensated when the PokerVerseClub casino is built and its hold-
ers get rewarded.
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HOLDER REWARDS, 
BENEFITS & UTILITIES10

IMMEDIATE POST-MINT POKERVERSECLUB HOLDER REWARDS

PokerVerseClub NFT holders will immediately get access to the 
below rewards after sell-out. Mint funds will automatically be allo-
cated for the below items post-mint.

Free entry into the PokerVerseClub $250,000 crypto prize poker 
tournament for Whitelist minters with a chance of winning the first 
championship bracelet 

Free entry into the PokerVerseClub $100,000 crypto prize poker 
tournament for Public & Whitelist minters with a chance of winning 
the first championship ring. 

The roadmap giveaway raffles; and Discord rank raffle prizes  
(see Discord for details).



ONGOING BENEFITS AND UTILITIES FOR POKERVERSECLUB  
HOLDERS

After mint sell-out the above rewards are complete, 50% of the 
PVC Treasury will be reserved to providing rewards and benefits to 
holders. Holder of PokerVerseClub NFT will be rewarded for their 
early support and contributions with bountiful rewards, benefits, 
and perks, including, but not limited to, the following (all the below 
subject to modification or addition):

1. Player rakeback percentage for all poker hands played in 
PokerVerseClub poker casinos;

2. Free entries into future poker tournaments with prizes;
3. Invitations to real life poker events and parties;
4. Free access to poker masterclasses (public will have to pay to 

attend);
5. Free ticket entries into raffles and giveaways;
6. Exclusive future PokerVerseClub merchandise giveaways and 

airdrops.
7. Access to an exclusive VIP Area in the PokerVerseClub poker 

casino.
8. Future access to whitelists and pre-sales of PokerVerseClub 

expansion projects; 

FULL HOLDER FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY
 
The PokerVerseClub’s finances and transactions will be publicly 
disclosed to all NFT holders and the community will be able to see 
all PokerVerseClub transactions.
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WHAT MAKES POKERVERSECLUB DIFFERENT FROM OTHER POKER 
CASINO METAVERSE PROJECT? 

The PokerVerseClub is dedicated to serving all the needs of poker enthu-
siasts and professionals. Other major gambling and casino NFT projects 
do not specifically cater to poker players and the poker experience; 
instead, they focus on slots and table games. The PokerVerseClub is 
here to serve poker players, with a focus on player experience and the 
poker community. Pokerverseclub is not your typical poker casino like 
any else, we will be creating an amazing poker casino while pushing 
the boundaries of what has not yet been done. The PokerVerseClub 
community will be a part of the development/advancement of the poker 
experience. 

WHY NOT PLAY-TO-EARN (PTE)? 

Current PTE poker NFT projects are not focused on true player vs. player 
poker where people buy-in using crypto to play against each other for 
crypto. In PTE games, rewards are in the form of additional in universe 
NFTs and virtual game objects; which only have value on the secondary 
market. If at any point the secondary market does not value the NFTs 
of the PTE game, the “earnings” have no value. PVC does not want to 
incentivize play with something that does not have long term value. 
Poker enthusiasts and especially poker professionals know that betting 
means a lot more when there is real currency on in the pot. PokerVerse-
Club members are not playing for NFT trinkets that might have value on 
a secondary market. PokerVerseClub members play for real.

THE POKERVERSECLUB 
DIFFERENCE



POKERVERSECLUB OFFICIAL WEBSITE: WWW.POKERVERSECLUB.COM

FOLLOW OUR SOCIALS
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DISCLAIMER

The information in this Whitepaper is subject to change or update and 
should not be construed as a commitment, promise, or guarantee by the 
PokerVerseClub or any other individual or organization mentioned in this 
Whitepaper relating to the future availability of services related to the 
use of the tokens or to their future performance or value. The document 
does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It 
does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as any 
offer for sale or subscription of or any invitation to buy or subscribe for 
any securities, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied 
upon in any connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever. 
The PokerVerseClub expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for 
any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever aris-
ing directly or indirectly from reliance on any information contained in 
this Whitepaper, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such informa-
tion or any action resulting therefrom. This is not a recommendation to 
buy or financial advice, it is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest 
in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. 
Any investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to, 
pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss 
of principal. Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with 
assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, on topics 
discussed in this document and develop a standalone judgment of the 
relevant markets prior to making any investment decision. We have 
prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate 
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and reliable. However, such information is presented “as is,” without 
warranty of any kind – whether expressed or implied. All market prices, 
data and other information are not warranted as to completeness or 
accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing 
conditions, and our view as of this date, all of which are accordingly 
subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and other visual 
aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, 
charts or visual aids can and of themselves be used to make investment 
decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person 
in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid 
can capture all factors and variables required in making such decisions. 
The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate 
by reference, forward-looking statements, which would include any 
statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representa-
tions or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking 
statements. Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this 
document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon 
certain assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn out to 
be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known 
or unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, most of which are 
beyond control. It can be expected that some or all of such forward- 
looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from 
actual results.
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